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ABSTRACT
Climate data analysis is one of the research areas that focus on analysis of change of climate variables
such as minimum temperature, maximum temperature, rainfall, precipitation, surface precipitation, humidity.
In this paper, we are analyzing climate change of minimum temperature, maximum temperature and rainfall.
Data mining techniques introduce the effective and efficient way to study large amount of data in climatology.
Clustering data mining technique is used for climate change analysis. CK-means is simplest learning algorithm
and it provides the easy way to classify the dataset in different clusters and analyze climate variable changes
on the basis of these clusters. We analyze climate change by using CK-means clustering algorithm where
clusters are forming on basis of distance between points, Points which are closer to each other forming cluster.
Climate researchers can use these consequences to draw their own charts and conclusions and also to perform
detailed analysis on climate changeable variables. Climate data is represented graphically as the map of
measured climate variables, the map of climate clusters identified in specified moment of time and the map of
evolution steps identified between the consecutive time slices.
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INTRODUCTION
Revolution of land around the Sun and the tilt of the Earth’s axis is reason for occurrence of seasons.
The seasonal change is the cause of annual changes in our ecosystem. Rising as well as falling of temperature is
the output of these changes. Climate can be defined as expected weather. When changes in weather occur,
we call these climate changes. Data of Earth science consists of a seasonality component as indicated by the
cycles of repeated patterns in climate variables like temperature, precipitation, rainfall and humidity. The
seasonality forms the strongest signals in this data and to find more patterns, the seasonality is removed by
subtracting the monthly mean values of the raw data for each month. Since the data like rainfall, pressure, etc.
are constantly being generated by noting the observations from the satellites. In order to remove seasonality
from the raw data, climate scientists generally remove the monthly mean from the raw data. For example,
though data of more than 100 years is available for the temperature anomaly time series at the National
Climatic Data Centre, only the 100 years 1901-2000 are used to calculate the annual cycle [3]. Mostly only 30
years are taken for the reference interval by the climate scientists and they construct anomalies with respect
to that interval. There are many important results derived from the anomalies constructed using a short
reference base. Due to the temporal and spatial correlation the climate data has a complex structure. The
success of data mining techniques in complementing and findings from several topics of scientific research is
well documented. There are some singular challenges with the climate science problem, which make the issue
of scientifically meaningful prediction of an intricate process. Many climate variables are observed at various
location on the planet on multiple occasions, thus creating a very large dataset. The world’s climate is
changing, and the changes will have an immense impact on our planet’s energy use, cities, and ecosystem. The
change in weather conditions like temperature, precipitation and wind cause climatic changes. Regional
climate change is considered a fundamental gap in climate science. The impact of climate change is manifold.
Changes in temperature and rainfall affect nature, agriculture, diseases, energy consumption, transport,
tourism, water resources, and so on. Global climate change and its affect on human life has become one of our
era’s greatest challenges.[10] Climate knowledge is the intelligent use of climate information. This includes
climate variability, climate change and climate forecasting knowledge that is used such that it enhances
resilience by increasing profits and decreasing environmental risks. In this paper, we are analyzing climate
change using the descriptive modeling. In this paper, we are analyzing climate change using the descriptive
modeling. Clustering is a common data mining method that groups the same data points together to reveal
high-level patterns in a dataset. Clustering algorithm techniques may belong to two broad categories: featurebased clustering and constraint-based clustering. For obtaining the knowledge discovery in the larger datasets
clustering can be used as one of the major data mining method. It is the process of grouping of large data sets
according to their similarity. Cluster analysis is used as an important tool in many areas of engineering and
scientific research applications including data reduction, noise filtering, discretization of continuous attributes,
image processing, outlier detection, pattern recognition and data segmentation. Cluster analysis is known as
unsupervised learning process in the field of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD, since there is no prior
knowledge about the data set. Study is done on different variables to describe the climate. Clustering based on
CK-means is related to a number of other clustering and location problems. These include the Euclidean CKmedians in which the objective is to reduce the maximum distance from every sum of distances to the nearest
centre. One of the most popular heuristics is useful for solving the CK-means problem is based on a simple
repetitive scheme for finding a locally minimal solution. This algorithm is often called CK-mean algorithm.
There are number of variants to this algorithm. The problem of object clustering algorithm according to its
attributes has been widely studied due to its applications in areas such as machine learning, data mining and
pattern recognition, knowledge discovery, and pattern classification. The aim of clustering is to divide a set of
objects which have connected multi-dimensional attribute vector into homogeneous groups such that the
patterns within each group are mostly similar. The unsupervised learning algorithms have been proposed
which divide the set of objects into a given number of clusters according to an optimization control condition.
One of the most popular and widely studied methods is CK-means. The clustering problem and the
description of the CK-means algorithm provides an analysis of the works in the various research lines of CKmeans and also describes certain characteristics of CK-means in JAVA. This paper discusses some of the major
big data challenges researchers tackle when mining climate data and how being careful of such intricacies can
have a significant impact on a socially relevant and commercially feasible domain. In this paper, we discuss
some examples from existing research in climate and data science to show and we also discuss key concepts,
with the goal of preparing a new generation of data scientists with the tools and processes for data science to
have the highest impact on important challenges our society is facing due to climatic changes. Our main areas
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of focus are minimum temperature, maximum temperature and rainfall. We are finding climatic changes by
sing these three variables, which will be helpful for us for describing changes in climate.
RELATED WORK
A relation needs to be drawn to the required sources of uncertainty for understanding the accuracy as
well as for enhanced description. A key concern in future research is to relate to the statistical insights from
the data and the process understanding of the domain to each other. In addition, a relation needs to be drawn
to the expected sources of uncertainty [2] for understanding the accuracy as well as for enhanced descriptions.
The complexity increases when multi resolution data, some of which are sparse, need to be fused [4].
Covariates such as humidity, precipitation and temperature may hold information content for enhancing
description of rainfall extremes at multiple space-time scales. The data-mining community is in a good position
to make a difference in the theory and algorithms of their applications to climate severe and generalizations to
multiple domains. Combining variables in conjunction with different function for weighting edges assimilate
multiple edge weights into a single network with consideration given to interpretability of results.
Development in statistical or machine learning approaches may offer pathways toward the eventual
integration of process-based GCM weighting, as well as enhanced handling of non-stationary and long lead
times, which would be a significant advance in climate science. These areas deserve attention from the
climate, statistical, and machine learning communities.
Climate change includes choice making about changes in a fast changing world. The behavior of risks
of change in climate is progressively clear, though the climate change also endure to produce surprises. The
report analyzes susceptible people, ecosystem and industries around the globe. It reports the risk from the
change of climate comes from susceptiveness and exposure overlying with risks. The risk comes when there is
insufficiency in preparedness and when people or assets are exposed to harmful ways. All of these
components can be targeted intelligent actions to reduce the risk.
The basic problem in the climate change is anomaly computation as mostly the study of climate data
depends upon estimation of anomalies as the foremost step [5]. In the climate domain many studies have
been done for analyzing anomalies. Climate scientists eliminates the annual cycle by constructing the
anomalies over 30 years of period. There are some other ways for removing the annual cycle and they are:
1.
2.

Computing second moment statistics across each individual season by removing the first two
harmonics of the respective time series; and
Taking the average of the second moment statistics of overall years.

To make decisions at multiple modes, people have been considered description of decision making at
different level. People have been observed to make decisions. Decisions can be – affect based, rule based and
calculation based [10]. They assume a combination of experiential and analytic processing of information. Very
large database containing huge data need extreme computing power. In future work, if the algorithm runs in
parallel will improve the performance [7]. To determine the input parameters more useful heuristics can be
found.
The possibility of leveraging data-guided understanding about climate variables obtained from
observations to improve climate model prediction in the future and decrease the associated uncertainty
extending the descriptive analysis to be able to expect not just mean processes but climate extremes (e.g.,
significant change in regional climate patterns or the recurrence patterns of extreme events)[3].
METHODOLOGY
Clustering is a technique useful for exploring data. Clustering is a method of partitioning a set of
elements into clusters such that elements in the same cluster are more similar to each other than elements in
different clusters according to some described criteria. Data mining applications frequently involve categorical
data. The biggest advantage of these clustering algorithms is that it is climbable to very large data sets. We
need different attributes from multiple fact tables with the purpose of construct a new data set from the range
of discrete points of known data sets. In many applications one frequently has a number of data values,
obtained by experimentation, which stored on limited number of databases. It is frequently required to extract
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particular attributes that are useful from the different fact tables and perform aggregation.
CK means algorithm
CK-means (Climate K-means) is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms which is used to
solve the familiar clustering problem. The procedure employs a simple and easy way to classify a given data set
through a definite number of clusters fixed a priori. We assume CK clusters. The main idea of this algorithm is
to define CK centroids, one for each cluster. These centroids should be placed in a way that distinct location
causes various result. So, the better choice is to place them as much as possible far away from each other. The
next step in the algorithm is to take each point closeness to a given data set and associate it to the nearest
centroid. When no point is pending, the first step is accomplished and an early group age is done. At this point
we need to re-calculate climate k new centroid as the clusters resulting from the previous step. After we have
these k new centroids, a new binding is performed between the similar data set points and the nearest new
centroid. As a result, a loop has been generated. As a result of this loop we may notice that the climate k
centroids change their location step by step until no more changes are done. In other words climate centroids
do not move any more.
Finally, this algorithm intends at minimizing an objective function, which is a squared error function.
The objective function is given by the following equation.
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Between a data point and the cluster centre , is an point of reference of the distance of the n data
points from their respective cluster centers.
CK-means algorithm which is based on classification method uses horizontal aggregation as
input.Climate pivot operator is used to calculate the aggregation of specific data values from distinct multiple
fact tables. Optimization provides for climate Pivot for significant number of fact table. The database
connectivity and choosing various tables with .mdb extension is the first step in this system.
CK means algorithm consists of the following four steps. They are
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place CK points into the space described by the objects which are data sets that are being clustered.
These points describe initial group centroids.
Assign all data object to the group that has the closest centroid.
When all objects have been assigned to various clusters, recalculate the positions of the CK centroids.
Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move. This produces a distinctness of the objects
into clusters from which the metric to be minimized can be calculated.
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Figure 1: CK-Means Flow Chart

Implementation and Result Discussion
In this paper, we have used JAVA programming language for implementation. It is very easy and
convenient for implementation. Datasets are taken as input from user and formed clusters by using algorithm.
We have discussed three variables and results are as shown in figure 2, 3 and 4.

Figure 2 Cluster formation of minimum temperature
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Above figure represents formation of clusters of minimum temperature. CK-means algorithm discusses
different values of cluster objects at different steps and finally it gives appropriate clusters.

Figure 3 Cluster formation of maximum temperature

Dataset
In this paper, we used dataset of CCCR [17] minimum temperature, maximum temperature and
rainfall of thirteen years. For every year, first we have taken dataset month wise and after that we calculated
mean monthly. This mean is given to algorithm as input elements and after performing algorithm, it gives
clusters as output. By this clusters you can analyze the change in climate.

Figure 4 Cluster formation of rainfall
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Figure (3) represents the output window of formation of clusters of maximum temperature. Figure (4)
represents the output window of formation of clusters of rainfall data. Here data has been divided into two
clusters only. Use can divide the data n clusters also.
Below two graphs, that is, figure (5) and figure (6) represent the change in maximum temperature,
minimum temperature and rainfall month-wise.

Figure 5 Comparison between minimum and maximum temperature

Figure 5 Graphical view of rainfall mean

CONCLUSION
This paper expresses the climate change analysis based on minimum temperature, maximum
temperature and rainfall using descriptive modeling technique. We have discussed different variables by using
CK-means algorithm and also how to form clusters using this algorithm. As we know giving input manually is
not efficient as well as effective. Therefore, we have given input as a dataset which automatically given to
algorithm as input. We have tested dataset by using CK-means algorithm. In future, we can analyze further
research and climate change variables.
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